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Small-x saturation in forward hadronic interactions
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Abstract. After a brief introduction of parton saturation in hadrons at small Bjorken’s x, we recapitulate its
phenomenological implications in high-energy particle production, such as longitudinal correlation, particle
mulctiplicity, limiting fragmentation and charm quark production, which may have relevance to study of high-
energy cosmic ray physics.

1 Introduction

In high-energy hadron scatterings, copious particles are
produced over a wide range of rapidity interval Y tot =

2 ln
√

s/m with
√

s being the collision energy and m the in-
cident hadron mass. The scattered partons have only small
momentum fractions x1,2 of their parent hadrons, and the
rapidity interval between the projectile hadron and the
scattered parton is filled with numbers of gluons radiated
successively with a probability of order αs ln(1/x1,2) ∼
O(1): A hadron in very high-energy collisions is regarded
as a dense gluonic system.

In terms of transverse momentum pT and rapidity y of
the produced particle, the momentum fractions carried by
the partons are expressed as x1,2 = (pT /

√
s)e±y in 2→1

kinematics. In the forward rapidity region, x1 � x2, or
vice versa, one of the momentum fractions becomes ex-
tremely small. At the LHC energy

√
s = 14 TeV, the ra-

pidity interval becomes Y tot ∼ 19 and x2 ∼ 10−6 at pT = 2
GeV/c and y = 4. In cosmic-ray events of (e.g.)

√
s ∼ 100

TeV, we have Y tot ∼ 23 and can probe even much smaller
x2 which is out of reach in laboratory experiments.

Dense gluonic state observed in high-energy hadron
scatterings will reveal a universal aspect of QCD, parton
saturation, which is characterized by an emergent dynam-
ical scale Qs, called saturation momentum [1–3]. In the
next section we briefly recapiturate the parton saturation
at small x, and its effective description in QCD, and then
discuss some of its implications in the following sections.

2 High-energy hadron scattering and
saturation

2.1 Parton saturation

Small-x gluons are short-time fluctuations in the wave
function of a composite hadron. The higher the energy is,
the longer becomes the lifetime of these gluons by Lorentz
time dilation. Then as colored particles these gluons ra-
diate additional gluons and the system becomes denser.
∗e-mail: hfujii@phys.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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Figure 1. Schematic picture of a high-energy pA collision. The
gluons emitted from the color sources split to two gluons succes-
sively in rapidity space, and they can merge together when the
system becomes dense, before the gluon production.

When the gluon density xg(x,Qs) multiplied with the in-
teraction area “αs/Q2

s” reaches to a value comparable to
the hadron size πR2

h, the gluon merging process starts to
balance against the gluon splitting, wihch determines the
saturation scale Q2

s(x). As a result of this non-linear effect,
the system is in the gluon saturation regime at the reso-
lution scale (transferred momentum) Q2 less than Q2

s(x).
The phase space density of the gluons is then estimated as
dN/d2rT d2 pT ∼ 1/αs.

Note that, although small-x gluons themselves are very
short-time fluctuations, the color sources which emit these
gluons are pre-formed in the non-linear evolution long be-
fore the instant of the collision. In other words, small-x
gluons bear the effects of color fluctuations added up co-
herently over the hadron size. Note also that the saturation
scale for a heavy nucleus Q2

s,A is enhanced from that of
the proton Q2

s,p by a factor of the nuclear thickness A1/3 as
Q2

s,A ∼ A1/3Q2
s,p with A being the nuclear mass number.

2.2 Color Glass Condensate effective theory

The Color Glass Condensate (CGC) effective theory is
based on an arbitrary separation of the gluon degrees of
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freedom into small- and large-x parts in the wave func-
tion, and it provides a framework for describing the evo-
lution of the color source functional Wy[ρ] taking account
of the gluon splitting and merging processes with increas-
ing rapidity y = ln(1/x). When Qs(x) � ΛQCD and
αs(Qs) � 1, small-coupling techniques may be applied
even in the dense regime of the hadron wave function. We
can deal with this dense gluon system nonperturbatively
by solving the evolution equation for Wy[ρ] with the ker-
nel evaluated at the small coupling in the CGC effective
theory.

As the effective degree of freedom in high-energy scat-
terings, we take an eikonal amplitude of a color dipole
traversing the target,

N(xT , yT , y) =
∫

[Dρ] Wy[ρ]
[
1 − 1

Nc
tr(U(xT )U†(yT ))

]
,

(1)

where x and y are the transverse positions of the probe
charges in fundamental representation and U(x) is the
eikonal phase factor acquired by each probe charge. The
amplitude is averaged over the color source functional
Wy[ρ] in the target. In the large Nc limit, the fundamen-
tal and adjoint dipole amplitudes are simply related as

1 − NA = (1 − N)2 . (2)

The dipole amplitude in the adjoint representation is re-
lated to the unintegrated gluon distribution (UGD) func-
tion ϕ(k, x; b) via the Fourier transformation w.r.t. x − y:

ϕ(k, x; b) =
CF

αs(k)(2π)3 F.T.∇2NA(x, y, y), (3)

where b = (x + y)/2 is the center-of-mass position of
the dipole. One should note that this ϕ(k, x; b) includes
higher-oder twist effects and in this sense it is a general-
ization of the UGD function defined at the leading-twist
level.

As we noticed that the gluon distribution evolves as we
change the relevant value of x by boosting the hadron. This
x dependence for the dipole amplitude is concisely de-
scribed by the Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK) evolution equa-
tion (in the large Nc limit) as

∂N(r, y)
∂y

=

∫
d2r1 Krun(r1, r;αs) [N(r1, y) +N(r2, y)

− N(r, y) − N(r1, y)N(r2, y)], (4)

where r1,2 and r with r2 = r− r1 are the transverse sizes of
the dipoles, and Krun is the evolution kernel with the run-
ning coupling corrections in Balitsky’s prescription. We
abbreviate this as rcBK equation. This equation resums
the gluon radiation corrections of order (αs ln 1/x)n in the
dilute regime. The non-linear term restores local unital-
ity in the dense regime; without it the amplitude N would
blow up. Here we have ignored the impact parameter de-
pendence of N .

The dipole amplitude for the nucleon is constrained
by global analysis of lepton-proton scattering data at x <
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Figure 2. The x-evolution of the Fourier transform of the dipole
amplitude NA(k, Y). The initial saturation scale at x0 = 0.01 is
set to Q2

s0,p = 0.1597 GeV2 for the proton and Q2
s0,A = Q2

s0,A for
a heavy nucleus. The rapidity is defined by Y = ln x0/x with
x0 = 0.01.

0.01[4]. For example, we show in Fig. 2 the dipole am-
plitude NA(k, y) obtained by the global analysis using the
rcBK evolution for x < 0.01 with the MVγ-model initial
condition set at x0 = 0.01 [4, 5]. The saturation scale
Qs(x) can be defined as the peak position of the amplitude
k2NA(k, y). We see that it moves toward the larger values
under the rcBK evolution because gluon splitting increases
the number of the gluons at larger kT and gluon merging
decreases it at smaller kT .

Global analysis of high-energy lepton-nucleus scatter-
ing data is not available yet, and we need to rely on mod-
eling of the dipole amplitude for a nuclear target. In an
approach, we multiply a factor of A1/3 to the initial satura-
tion scale at x0 = 0.01, taking account of the average target
thickness. In another approach, we distribute the nucleons
in the nuclear target with a probability proportional to the
Woods-Saxon nuclear profile and determine the initial sat-
uration scale Q2

s0,A(b) locally in the transverse position b
by counting the number of the nucleons on the straight-
line trajectory of the probe parton. This latter treatment of
the target is called the Monte Carlo (MC) Glauber model.

In Fig. 2, for comparison, we also show the dipole am-
plitude obtained by the rcBK equation as in the proton case
but with the initial saturation scale multiplied by a factor of
A1/3 = 6, i.e., Q2

s0,A = 6Q2
s0,p. The amplitude k2NA of the

nucear target is now peaked at the larger value of kT than
in the proton case, reflecting the enhancement of the gluon
density per unit area by the nucleus thickness factor. We
expect that gluon saturation will give more distinctive ef-
fects on heavy nucleus collisions even at moderately small
x values.

In this presentation we show the numerical results with
the CGC framework valid at the leading-order (LO) accu-
racy. Although next-to-leading-order (NLO) extension of
the framework has been recently intensively investigated
[6–8], its phenomenological applications are still not avail-
able yet.
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Figure 2. The x-evolution of the Fourier transform of the dipole
amplitude NA(k, Y). The initial saturation scale at x0 = 0.01 is
set to Q2

s0,p = 0.1597 GeV2 for the proton and Q2
s0,A = Q2

s0,A for
a heavy nucleus. The rapidity is defined by Y = ln x0/x with
x0 = 0.01.

0.01[4]. For example, we show in Fig. 2 the dipole am-
plitude NA(k, y) obtained by the global analysis using the
rcBK evolution for x < 0.01 with the MVγ-model initial
condition set at x0 = 0.01 [4, 5]. The saturation scale
Qs(x) can be defined as the peak position of the amplitude
k2NA(k, y). We see that it moves toward the larger values
under the rcBK evolution because gluon splitting increases
the number of the gluons at larger kT and gluon merging
decreases it at smaller kT .

Global analysis of high-energy lepton-nucleus scatter-
ing data is not available yet, and we need to rely on mod-
eling of the dipole amplitude for a nuclear target. In an
approach, we multiply a factor of A1/3 to the initial satura-
tion scale at x0 = 0.01, taking account of the average target
thickness. In another approach, we distribute the nucleons
in the nuclear target with a probability proportional to the
Woods-Saxon nuclear profile and determine the initial sat-
uration scale Q2

s0,A(b) locally in the transverse position b
by counting the number of the nucleons on the straight-
line trajectory of the probe parton. This latter treatment of
the target is called the Monte Carlo (MC) Glauber model.

In Fig. 2, for comparison, we also show the dipole am-
plitude obtained by the rcBK equation as in the proton case
but with the initial saturation scale multiplied by a factor of
A1/3 = 6, i.e., Q2

s0,A = 6Q2
s0,p. The amplitude k2NA of the

nucear target is now peaked at the larger value of kT than
in the proton case, reflecting the enhancement of the gluon
density per unit area by the nucleus thickness factor. We
expect that gluon saturation will give more distinctive ef-
fects on heavy nucleus collisions even at moderately small
x values.

In this presentation we show the numerical results with
the CGC framework valid at the leading-order (LO) accu-
racy. Although next-to-leading-order (NLO) extension of
the framework has been recently intensively investigated
[6–8], its phenomenological applications are still not avail-
able yet.

3 Phenomenology
Now we discuss some selected topics of the parton satura-
tion in the small-x regime probed by high-energy hadron
interactions.

3.1 Initial stage of heavy ion collisions

High-energy heavy-ion collision experiments have been
performed at RHIC and the LHC, to create a dense
medium of quarks and gluons and to study its collective
properties. Although the main concern of these studies is
collective behavior of the created medium, the initial-stage
dynamics is certainly important as well for completing our
understanding of the evolution of nucleus collisions and
extracting the effects of the late-time dynamics from the
observable data.

In high-energy hadron collisions, we regard the nu-
cleus as the fluctuating color charges traveling almost at
the speed of light and frozen during the initial impact. This
situation can be formulated as a collision of the two strong
color sources on the light-cone, each of whose densities is
inversely proportional to the coupling constant, αs. The
leading-order solution is provided by solving the classi-
cal equation of motion of the fields. And then we average
the solutions over the fluctuation distribution Wy[ρ]. The
small-x gluon density per transverse area is enhanced by a
nuclear thickness factor of A1/3 for a heavy nucleus, which
makes the classical approximation more suitable there.

The initial classical field strengths are Lorentz con-
tracted and localized like thin sheets around the projec-
tile and the target nucleus, i.e., the Weizsäcker-Williams
fields. The single dimensionful parameter Qs character-
izes the field strength and the correlation length of the
color fields in the transverse directions. This CGC frame-
work has been successfully applied for describing the en-
ergy dependence as well as the impact-parameter depen-
dence of the particle multiplicity in heavy-ion collision ex-
periments [3].

It has been noticed that, during passing through each
other, the initial classical color fields with transverse polar-
ization turn to longitudinally polarized electric and mag-
netic fields via the non-Abelian interactions. This field
configuration provides a typical initial condition for sub-
sequent time-evolution of the heavy-ion collisions in the
CGC picture.

Meanwhile, one of the most intriguing findings in ex-
periments is the long-range rapidity correlation, so-called
“ridge” structure, observed in two-particle distributions in
nucleus-nucleus collisions at RHIC, and later found even
in proton-proton (p-p) and proton-nucleus (p-A) collisions
at the LHC. The long-range rapidity correlation must be
imprinted in a very early stage of the event as required by
causality. The longitudinal color field configuration as a
particle source is expected to be in the origin of the rapid-
ity correlation [9], and model studies are underway.

The initial configuration of longitudinal color electric
and magnetic fields also offers a unique opportunity for
studying the topological charge fluctuations and anomaly
of QCD, through chiral magnetic effect, in laboratory ex-
periments.

3.2 Particle multiplicity in dilute-dense collisions

In forward particle production in hadron collisions, where
x1 � x2, we probe the dense partons, mostly the gluons,
of the target B with the dilute partons of the projectile A. It
is known that, for a collision of such a dilute-dense system
where Qs(A) ∼ ΛQCD � Qs(B), one can derive the gluon
production formula in the kT -factorized form at leading
order in αs but including all order contributions from the
dense target via the UGD function ϕ(kT , y) [10]:

dσA+B→g

dy d2 pT d2R
=Kk 2

CF

1
p2

T

∫ pT d2kT

4

∫
d2b αs(Q)

× ϕP (k1, x1; b) ϕT (k2, x2; R − b) , (5)

where k1,2 = (pT ± kT )/2, and CF = (N2
c − 1)/2Nc. We

have deteremined the initial saturation scales locally at the
positions, b and R − b, respectively, for the dilute projec-
tile and dense target. The scale of the running coupling
is chosen here to Q = max(k1, k2). Most importantly, the
x-dependence of NA obtained by solving the rcBK equa-
tion encodes all the collision energy and rapidity depen-
dence of the gluon production formula (5). The normal-
ization factor Kk lumps together higher-order corrections,
sea-quark contributions and other dynamical effects not in-
cluded in the CGC formulation.

When x1 exceeds x0 = 0.01, the so-called hybrid for-
malism is expected to be better suited for particle produc-
tion, which at leading order in αs reads

dNh

dy d2 pT
=

Kh

(2π)2

∫ 1

xF

dz
z2

[
x1g(x1,Q2)NA (x2, kT ) Dh/g(z,Q2)

+ (quark contrib.)
]
, (6)

where the gluons from the projectile are described by
collinear parton distribution function (PDF) g(x,Q2), and
the small-x gluons in the dense target are expressed by the
UGD function ∼ k2

TNA(x, kT ) with kT = pT /z. Contri-
butions from the process initiated by the quarks from the
projectile are also included in the calculations, though not
written explicitly. Use of UGD takes care of the effects
of x-evolution as well as the multiple scatterings of the
projectile parton in the target. The hadronization of the
scattered parton into a hadron h is described by the usual
fragmentation function (FF), Dh/ j. Both PDF and FF are
evaluated at the factorization scale Q, which we set within
the range of Q = (pT /2, 2pT ).

We found in Ref. [5] that pT dependence of the sin-
gle particle distribution in proton-(anti)proton collisions at√

s = 1.96 and 7 TeV is well described with the UGD func-
tion k2

TNA(x, kT ) after Kh is fixed to fit the data at pT = 1
GeV. This provides a consistency check for the use of the
UGD function which is constrained by DIS global analy-
sis, because the pT spectrum reflects the x dependence of
the UGD in eq. (6).

The pT -integrated hadron multiplicity is crudely esti-
mated on average from that of the initially produced glu-
ons (5) by assuming a proportionality relation between the
two with a constant κg. The energy dependence of the mul-
tiplicity obtained by eq. (5) was found consistent with the
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data of p-p collisions at
√

s = 2.76 and 7 TeV. The parame-
ter set was used to estimate the charged hadron multiplicity
in p-Pb collisions at

√
s = 5.02 TeV at mid-rapidity suc-

cessfully in Ref. [5]. The rapidity distribution was steeper
than the data, but one should note that a Jacobian with
typical hadron mass was used to convert the rapidity to the
pseudo-rapidity there.

Next let us discuss the so-called nuclear modification
factor Rp+A(pT ) of the single inclusive charged hadrons,
which is defined as

Rp+A(pT ) =
1

〈Ncoll〉
dNp+A

ch /dηd
2 pT

dNp+p
ch /dηd

2 pT
(7)

with 〈Ncoll〉 being the average number of nucleon-nucleon
collisions in a proton-nucleus event. This quantity is unity
if the event is a simple superposition of nucleon-nucleon
collisions, and its deviation indicates the existence of the
nuclear effects. The stronger parton saturation in a heavier
target generally leads to a suppression of Rp+A at pT �
Qs(x).

In Fig. 3, we show Rp+A(pT ) of the charged hadrons
in p-Pb collisions at the collision energy

√
s = 5 TeV. In

the top panel is shown the result at the mid-rapidity η = 0,
where both the gluons from the projectile and the target
have small x values and we use kT -factorized formula (5).
In this case the ratio is suppressed at pT � 2 GeV/c, which
is expected from the gluon saturation at small x. At higher
pT � 2 GeV/c, on the other hand, it increases and even
becomes slightly higher than unity , though it has a large
uncertainty (gray band). Our prediction is found to be con-
sistent with experimental data at the LHC [11]. The re-
sult from the collinear factorization using the nuclear PDF
(EPS09; orange band) is also shown as well as other CGC-
based results.

At intermediate rapidity η = 2, where the relevant x2
becomes smaller, we show the results with the kT factor-
ized form (5) and the hybrid formula (6). It is remarkable
that the hybrid formula at LO gives Rp+Pb systematically
below the one from kT factorization. However, exploratory
inclusion of the partial NLO corrections tends to system-
atically increase the ratio (dash-dotted line) [5].

At the forward rapidity η = 4, where x2 � x1 � 1, we
use the hybrid formalula. The nuclear modification fac-
tor Rp+A calculated with LO formula becomes significantly
below unity over a wider range of pT , while the one from
the collinear factorization using nulclear PDF lies closer
to unity.

3.3 Limiting fragmentation

It will be worthwhile to touch upon here the topic of limit-
ing fragmentation in high-energy hadron collisions [12].
The hypothesis of limiting fragmentation states that the
hadron multiplicity dN/dy measured from the beam ra-
pidity, y′ = y−Ybeam, at very high energies has a universal
profile. This phenomenon was discussed in the context
of the parton saturation/CGC already some years ago in
Refs. [13, 14].
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Figure 3. The nuclear modification factor Rp+A for single inclu-
sive charged hadrons in minimum-bias p+Pb collisions at 5 TeV
collision energy at rapidities 0, 2 and 4. The grey bands at η=0
and 2 correspond to the rcBK-MC results using kT -factorization,
eq. (5). In turn, the yellow bands at η = 2 and 4 have been
obtained using the LO hybrid formalism, eq. (6), in minimum
bias collisions. The blue band between the dotted lines also cor-
respond to LO hybrid results for collisions with a centrality cut
Npart > 10. The dashed dotted curves at η = 2 and 4 correspond to
the result including exploratory estimate for NLO contribution.

Recalling the kinematics, x1,2 = (pT /m) exp(±y −
Ybeam), we see that the hypothesis means that hadron pro-
duction will become independent of x2 � 1 of the dense
target at forward rapidities y ∼ Ybeam in the high en-
ergy limit. Since in the forward rapidity region we have
Q2

s(x2) � Q2
s(x1) ∼ Λ2

QCD, we can make a rough estimate
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based results.

At intermediate rapidity η = 2, where the relevant x2
becomes smaller, we show the results with the kT factor-
ized form (5) and the hybrid formula (6). It is remarkable
that the hybrid formula at LO gives Rp+Pb systematically
below the one from kT factorization. However, exploratory
inclusion of the partial NLO corrections tends to system-
atically increase the ratio (dash-dotted line) [5].

At the forward rapidity η = 4, where x2 � x1 � 1, we
use the hybrid formalula. The nuclear modification fac-
tor Rp+A calculated with LO formula becomes significantly
below unity over a wider range of pT , while the one from
the collinear factorization using nulclear PDF lies closer
to unity.

3.3 Limiting fragmentation

It will be worthwhile to touch upon here the topic of limit-
ing fragmentation in high-energy hadron collisions [12].
The hypothesis of limiting fragmentation states that the
hadron multiplicity dN/dy measured from the beam ra-
pidity, y′ = y−Ybeam, at very high energies has a universal
profile. This phenomenon was discussed in the context
of the parton saturation/CGC already some years ago in
Refs. [13, 14].
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Figure 3. The nuclear modification factor Rp+A for single inclu-
sive charged hadrons in minimum-bias p+Pb collisions at 5 TeV
collision energy at rapidities 0, 2 and 4. The grey bands at η=0
and 2 correspond to the rcBK-MC results using kT -factorization,
eq. (5). In turn, the yellow bands at η = 2 and 4 have been
obtained using the LO hybrid formalism, eq. (6), in minimum
bias collisions. The blue band between the dotted lines also cor-
respond to LO hybrid results for collisions with a centrality cut
Npart > 10. The dashed dotted curves at η = 2 and 4 correspond to
the result including exploratory estimate for NLO contribution.

Recalling the kinematics, x1,2 = (pT /m) exp(±y −
Ybeam), we see that the hypothesis means that hadron pro-
duction will become independent of x2 � 1 of the dense
target at forward rapidities y ∼ Ybeam in the high en-
ergy limit. Since in the forward rapidity region we have
Q2

s(x2) � Q2
s(x1) ∼ Λ2

QCD, we can make a rough estimate

of the gluon multiplicity in the kT factorization formula as

dNg
dy
∼
∫

d2 pT

p2
T

∫
d2kT αSϕy1 (kT )ϕy2 (|pT − kT |)

∼
∫

d2 pT

p2
T

αSϕy2 (pT )
∫

d2kT ϕy1 (kT )

∼ const.
∫ Q2

s (x2)

d2kT ϕy1 (kT )

∼ x1g(x1,Q2(x2)), (8)

where we have exploited the fact that kT ∼ ΛQCD can be
ignored in ϕy2 (|pT − kT |) since ϕy2 (pT ) is peaked around
pT ∼ Qs(x2) � kT . and the fact that

∫
d2 pT

p2
T

αSϕy2 (pT ) ∼
∫

d2 pT ÑA(pT ) = const. (9)

In the last line of eq. (8), there appears the collinear gluon
distribution, x1g(x1,Qs(x2)), with the factorization scale
Qs(x2), which satisfies the Bjorken scaling at moderate
x1, i.e., it is almost independent of the factorization scale
Qs(x2). Thus we have confirmed that the rapidity distribu-
tion of the hadron multiplicity in the very forward region
is determined by PDF of the projectile at large x1 only.

There are experimental data of hadron multiplicity in a
wide range of rapidities measured by the PHOBOS collab-
oration at RHIC energies, and also by UA1 at SPS at

√
s

from 53 to 900 GeV. The limiting fragmentation was ex-
amined with these data in the CGC framework in [14], pro-
viding a simple interpretation for the phenomenon. Now
the LHC extends the energy range, and analyses of the lim-
iting fragmentaion hypothesis are ongoing with the new
data, e.g., in [15]

3.4 Heavy quark production in p-A collisions

The charm quark production in high-energy hadron colli-
sions become sensitive to the gluon saturation when the
saturation scale Qs(x) becomes comparable to or larger
than the charm quark mass, Qs(x) � mc. Because the
charm quark component is negligible in the wave func-
tion of the incident hadron and are produced only from the
gluon fusion in initial hard interactions, their production is
regarded as a sensitive probe for the gluon distribution in
the incident hadrons.

In p-A collisions, Qs(x) on the nucleus side is en-
hanced by the nuclear thickness factor as mentioned ear-
lier, while the proton behaves as a dilute system of the
partons. Partons from the proton probe the dense target,
especially in the forward production region. We studied
the charm quark production in p-A collisions at the LHC
in [16–19].

In the CGC framework, the heavy quark pair produc-
tion cross-section at the leading order in αs with the trans-
verse momentum pq⊥ (pq̄⊥) and rapidity yq (yq̄) of the
(anti-) quark in minimum bias events of a dilute-dense sys-

tem (e.g., pA) is given in the large-Nc limit as [20]

dσqq̄

d2 pq⊥d2 pq̄⊥dyqdyq̄
=

α2
s

16π4CF

×
∫

d2k2⊥d2k⊥
(2π)4

Ξ(k1⊥, k2⊥, k⊥)
k2

1⊥k2
2⊥

ϕp,x1 (k1⊥) φqq̄,g
A,x2 (k2⊥, k⊥) ,

(10)

where pq⊥ + pq̄⊥ = k1⊥ + k2⊥, and ϕp and φqq̄,g
A are the un-

integrated gluon distribution function of the proton and the
three-point function of the nucleus, respectively. Ξ is the
hard matrix element, whose explicit expression is found in
e.g. [16].

In the forward rapidity region, where x1 becomes large
while x2 is much smaller, we can use the hybrid for-
mula [16]:

dσqq̄

d2 pq⊥d2 pq̄⊥dyqdyq̄
=

α2
s

16π2CF

×
∫

d2k⊥
(2π)2

Ξcoll(k2⊥, k⊥)
k2

2⊥
x1g(x1, µ) φ

qq̄,g
A,x2

(k2⊥, k⊥) ,

(11)

where x1g(x1, µ) is the collinear gluon distribution func-
tion with µ being factorization scale. Ξcoll is the hard ma-
trix element in the collinear approximation (see [16]).

The multi-point function φqq̄,g
A,x2

(k2⊥, k⊥) appears in the
formula becuase each of the quark pairs from the gluon
splitting experiences the multiple interactions at its fixed
transverse position in the dense target. This breaks the kT

factorization in the quark production[21]. This function
φ

qq̄,g
A,x2

(k2⊥, k⊥) can be expressed as a product of the dipole
amplitude NA in the large-Nc limit. We use the numerical
soluton of the rcBK equation to describe the dipole ampli-
tude NA in the large-Nc expression.

We evaluate J/ψ production cross-section from the
quark production spectrum, eq. (10) or eq. (11), employ-
ing the color evaporation model, in which the quark pair
with its invariant mass below the threshold is assumed to
form the bound state with a fixed probability irrespective
of their color state. In this calculation we set the initial
saturation scale of Pb to Q2

s0,A = 3Q2
s0,p at x0 = 0.01.

In Fig. 4 we show the nuclear modification factor of
J/ψ in p-Pb collisions at

√
s = 5.02 TeV in mid and for-

ward rapidity regions. Two bands correspond to the results
with the formulas, eq. (10) and eq. (11), respectively. They
yield similar results in the ratio. The Rp+A lies below unity
reflecting the stronger gluon saturation in the nuclear tar-
get than in the proton in our calculation. The suppression
is more remarkable at low pT and at forward rapidity. We
see that the result is in reasonable agreement with the ex-
perimental data both at mid and forward rapidities.

We describe D meson production at large pT as a frag-
mentation process of the charm quark, and convolute the
single quark production spectrum with a fragmentation
function, D(z), with z the fraction of the quark momentum
carried by the D meson. We use a simple analytic form for
D(z) but the result of Rp+A should not be much sensive to
its details.
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Figure 4. Nuclear modification factor of J/ψ production in p-Pb
collisions at

√
s = 5.02 TeV. Solid (dashed) band is the result

with eq. (10) (eq. (11)). LHC data at mid and forward rapidities
are taken from Ref. [22].

In Fig. 5 we show Rp+A of D meson production in the
forward rapidity region in p-Pb collisions at

√
s = 5.02

TeV. On the nucleust side, we vary the initial saturation
scale Q2

s0,A from 2 to 4 times the proton saturation scale
Q2

s0,p at x0 = 0.01, in order to check the sensitivity of our
result to this parameter. We see that the D meson produc-
tion is also sensitive the gluon saturation so that Rp+A is
more suppressed as the initial saturation scale parameter
Q2

s0,A is increased. Experimental data also shows a sup-
pression in the pT range shown here. The magnitude of
the observed suppression is consistent with the result with
Q2

s0,A = 3Q2
s0,p.

We also examined lepton production from D meosn
decay in p-A collisions at

√
s = 5.02 TeV in [18]. At mid

rapidities the calculated ratio Rp+A is consistent with unity,
but it shows significant suppression in the forward region.

4 Summary

We have recapped briefly the gluon saturation at small x
in hadron wave function, which becomes relevant in high-
energy hadron collisions and in the forward region. The
CGC effective theory is the framework to treat this small-x
component of the hadron wave function. We describe here
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p-Pb collisions at

√
s = 5.02 TeV in the forward region. The

initial saturation scale is varied as Q2
s0,A = (2, 3, 4)Q2

s0,p. Data is
taken from Ref. [23].

the small-x gluons with the color dipole amplitude, N ,
whose x-dependence is concisely governed by the rcBK
evolution equation.

The CGC effective theory provides a theoretical frame-
work to set up the initial condition for high-energy heavy-
ion collisions, where the classical field approximation be-
comes more suitable for describing very early stage time
evolution. The CGC initial condition inherits the longitu-
dinal structure which is quite intriguing in the context of
the observed phenomena such as the ridge structure of the
observed two-particle correlation as well as the topologi-
cal fluctuations.

We have studied the single particle spectrum produced
in heavy ion collisions at the LHC, which gives a reason-
able description of the data. We have also presented the
interpretation of the limiting fragmentation which emerges
naturally from gluon saturation phenomenon.

Charm quark production in high-energy hadron colli-
sions is a sensitive probe to the gluon satuation. We have
reported our numerical results for the nuclear modification
factors of J/ψ and D meson in p-A collisions at the LHC,
based on the CGC framework using the rcBK equation.

These analyses show that the CGC framework gives
the semi-quantitative results uniformly in reasonable
agreement with the data in high-energy hadron collisions.
This implies that implementation of parton saturation ef-
fects is quite essential in modeling the hadron production
at high-energy colliders and in cosmic ray events. One
should notice that these numerical results employ the for-
mula valid only at leading order in αS . There are intensive
efforts to extend the framework to the next-to-leading or-
der accuracy and also to improve it by infra-red resumma-
tion.
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